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Coming together, even
when we’re apart.
Since 1982, Newable has worked to support
SMEs on their growth journey. In this time,
we have seen seismic shifts in this landscape, many of which posed new challenges
to ambitious UK businesses.
However, in the last few months, we have
witnessed the single biggest challenge to
SMEs in our history. One quarter of companies in the UK temporarily closed down
because of the coronavirus lockdown, and
the majority of those still open have reported substantially lower turnover, according to
the Office of National Statistics.
In May, we conducted our first Business
Confidence Survey (which you can read
more about on page 14), where we found
59% of SMEs have been negatively impacted by Coronavirus. Of course, the majority
of us at Newable will know the impact on
SMEs very well from speaking to and supporting our clients.
SMEs within the UK, and globally, are facing
new unprecedented challenges presented
by the pandemic. Whether they urgently
need finance to continue in business, are
drastically changing their strategy to focus
on stabilisation or are rapidly developing
new products and services required by
consumers through COVID-19. You can
read more on our response to Coronavirus
and the support we offered in the last few
months on page 4, 8 and 18.
As we navigate this new world, in which
COVID-19 has disrupted the rhythm of our
everyday lives and presented a particularly
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difficult landscape against which we now all
operate, I am also conscious of the resilience, community, and kindness that the
pandemic has engendered.
Firstly, the RESILIENCE, not only of SMEs
but of our colleagues and teams across
the company, has been remarkable. And
we’ve worked to Pass It On too. In April,
we partnered with J.P Morgan to launch an
emergency 9-month programme, named
‘Small Business Resilience’, focused solely
on providing support for small businesses in
London, in particular for under-served entrepreneurs from lower-income areas. Since
this launched, we have seen 96 companies
successfully enter the programme and our
Social Impact team is working hard to support these clients.
Secondly, the COMMUNITY. Despite quickly
switching to remote working, I am proud
to say we have not lost our sense of community. In fact, we’ve worked hard to build
on this. From numerous Brewable Learn
and Grind events, aiming to provide informal, peer-to-peer learning and support for
advisors, to launching an internal upskilling
webinar series to increase our individual understanding of the Newable Group offering
to SMEs.
We’ve also been utilising our intranet, MyNewable, during this period to help maintain our sense of community. The Newable
Community Chat encourages companywide casual conversation, a place to ask
questions or post a message to help or
encourage each other during this time. We

even launched an internal events page on
MyNewable to help our colleagues discover
internal events they can get involved with.
Despite geographical challenges, we have
maintained our community and worked
closely together to support each other during Covid-19.
And finally, KINDNESS. Our Wellbeing Committee put together a series of webinars for
us all around mental health and wellbeing
during the lockdown. Webinars focused on
Boosting Happiness and Managing Anxiety
have provided extra support across the
company.
The Mental Health Foundation’s annual
‘Mental Health Awareness week’ in May had
the theme of kindness this year and Newable staff were encouraged to do acts of
kindness and share this via the community
chat to inspire a companywide movement.
In this time, we also saw 90 hours of volunteering time used by our employees to
support those impacted by Coronavirus.
As a company, I am proud of our response
to Covid-19. We have demonstrated resilience, built our community and shown kindness. These are the cornerstones of what
makes Newable a potentially great company
and we will continue to support our teams
and ambitious UK SMEs over the coming
weeks, months and years.
As we begin to re-open our offices, I look
forward to seeing you all soon.
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SOCIAL IMPACT

Newable’s
emergency support
programme
Businesses, particularly micro
and small businesses, have been
hit hard by the Covid-19 outbreak
and many are facing a sudden and
dramatic drop in revenue as they
struggle to sustain themselves.
Newable’s Social Impact team
has developed an emergency
nine-month programme, named
‘Small Business Resilience’, focused
solely on providing support for
small businesses in London during
these turbulent times, in particular
under-served entrepreneurs
from lower-income areas.
The work builds on programmes Newable
has delivered since 2015, to deliver tailored
business support to London-based small
businesses to grow their business through
access to supply chain and procurement
opportunities, with support from
J.P. Morgan.
“Small businesses are the backbone of
some of the UK’s most vibrant communities
and J.P. Morgan is committed to supporting
underrepresented small business
owners who are most vulnerable during
this unprecedented time. Many small
businesses are struggling with limited
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liquidity and mounting expenses right now
so it’s key that they get the right support,
and quickly”, said Hang Ho, Head of Global
Philanthropy EMEA and LATAM, J.P. Morgan.
“We’re delighted to be working with
Newable to provide local relief for the small
businesses that need it the most today, and
will continue to invest in our communities
to help them recover from the COVID-19
crisis in the future.”
SBR assists London-based small
businesses to navigate through the national
economic crisis by helping business owners
access available support, and modify or

“I just wanted to say a big thank
you for all that you have done for
us at Snuggle Bunnies Nursery. You
have been amazing and done a great job
supporting us during COVID-19 with your
expertise and knowledge. What would I
have done without your support? I really
do not know. You have been patient,
kind, understanding and given me great
encouragement to remain positive through
this tough time.”
CHARMAINE MORGAN AT SBN

SMEs are the heart of our
economy, employing over 16.6
million people. Many small
businesses were not prepared for the
Covid-19 lockdown. We recognised
that this crisis has created two major
challenges for small businesses: cashflow and transformation. Together with
the support from J.P. Morgan, we aim
to guide small businesses through this
crisis and help them to survive, sustain
and transform in line with changing
consumer behaviours.”
SEHRI MIRZA, PROJECT MANAGER

sustain their business processes and
delivery, in a climate of socio-economic
uncertainty.
The programme has two main focuses:
to map and coordinate business support
available in London so as to guide small
businesses through the grant and other
financial relief options and support them
with transformation support via video
calls and special webinars. Newable’s
advisors are helping small businesses
acquire the necessary skills and knowledge
to sustain their businesses, effectively
present propositions to grant makers, and
ultimately maximise resilience to manage
through the crisis and into recovery.
There has already been a positive response
from small businesses with hundreds
signing up to the webinars. The programme
has hosted 21 webinars so far and 96
clients have been assigned to business
advisors to date. The programme aims to
help 200 small businesses in London over
nine months.
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NEWABLE’S OFFICE BROKER

Introducing Officio
Established in 2001, Officio was originally ‘Office
Broker’ and entered the market as innovative
disrupters with the aim of changing the way things
were done in the online brokering market.
PEOPLE FIRST
A key driver for the service was ensuring
people were at the heart of the business
which resulted in the consultative, jargonfree approach to finding office space that is
still at the core of Officio’s ethos today.
People within the business were always
key to its success and drive. CEO Chris
Meredith has been with the company since
2004, having worked through the ranks
before taking on the role as CEO in 2013.
“The key for our business is that we are only
as good as our people” commented Chris.
“We work hard to ensure we provide a great
workplace, world class training plan and
progression. That shows in the service we
provide our clients. Your employees are your
brand and it’s critical that they are part of
your overall business strategy and plans.”
In 2018, the time was right to separate from
the competition and rebrand Office Broker to
ensure that the brand aligned with the core
values that Chris was so passionate about.

OFFICE BROKER TO OFFICIO

Operations Director, Liz Yorke, who has
been with Officio since 2005, headed
up the re-brand project with Chris and
explained, “In a crowded market, it’s
important to stand out and make an
impression – the process of re-branding
was really exciting for us, as we can see the
hard work we have put into the business
really shining through now. The feedback
we have received from partners and clients
on our new brand has been amazingly
positive.”
“At Officio, we work alongside businesses
to make the process of finding the right
workspace altogether easier and more
straightforward. It’s simple. We ask the
right questions to find out what businesses
really need. Then only show them what’s
really worth their time. And we don’t
bombard them with irrelevant nonsense or
endless listings. Ever.”

JOINING THE NEWABLE FAMILY
Officio represents an important,
strategic addition to Newable’s
workspace offering.

need help with the process of finding the
right workspace. That’s Officio’s expertise.
Officio’s advisors work with their client
companies to understand their needs and
then present workspaces meeting the brief
and budget parameters.

The flexible office sector continues to grow
quickly and is forecast to account for 30%
of all office space by the end of the new
decade. As the options multiply, businesses

Since becoming part of the Newable Group
in December 2019, the Officio team have
continued doing what they do best –
offering a first-class service.

Being part of Newable
is huge for Officio – we
can continue to provide our
service to our existing core
of clients, but we are also
really excited about
seeing how we can help
out Newable clients in
the future with their
office space needs”.

CEO CHRIS MEREDITH

“What’s more, we’re paid by the office
providers once we make a successful
match. So Officio is totally free for clients.
Forever. We don’t settle until we’ve helped
clients make their next best move.”

After a nine month journey, Officio was
born in February 2019. Officio are your
straightforward, no-nonsense experts and
partner for everything workspace related.
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FEMALE FUNDING GAP

Female funding
gap report
launch party
Newable has worked with Beauhurst to publish a research report
examining gender diversity across the UK’s high-growth economy. The
report highlighted key trends amongst, and disparities between, allfemale, mixed-gender and all-male founding teams; from the funding
they’ve received to the key support systems they’ve leveraged. The report
brings to light the severe funding gap female founding teams experience.
Beauhurst is the leading source of market
intelligence on business funding in the UK.
Beauhurst collect data on high-growth
companies, from the smallest start-up to
market-leading businesses with hundreds
of employees, and the organisations and
individuals that help them grow. Keeping
you up to date with clients, competitors
and prospects

Female entrepreneurship is increasingly
in the spotlight with countless initiatives
arising all over the UK and Europe. But
practically, a lot still needs to be done and
the event was about discussing with other
stakeholders what more we can do.

Newable hosted a report launch party on
the 22nd January at Smiths of Smithfield
to provide a platform to not only address
the findings of the report and the state
of female entrepreneurship and private
investors in the UK, but to discuss what can
be done going forward.

The evenings fascinating panel discussion
featured Chloe Kuder, Operations
Manager at Newable Ventures; Katie Nagy
de Nagybaczon, co-lead of the equIP’s
#LeadHers campaign at CMS where she
is a partner; Stephanie Khalef-Wassmer,
Chair of UK Female Client Strategy at J.P.
Morgan Private Bank where she is Executive
Director; and Rita Dhut, Investment Advisor
at Newable Ventures.

The event was a celebration of the launch
of an important report from Beauhurst on
the state of female entrepreneurship and
private investors in the UK. As the report
outlines, we wanted to spread a message
of encouragement to all organisations and
individuals that were present.

Finally, the star of the evening was none
other than Jenny Tooth, an inspirational
speaker and UKBAA CEO, the biggest and
most active angel trade body in the UK.
Jenny’s talk was a perfect ending to an
successful evening of ideas exchange,
insightful discussion and networking.
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As an investment house, it can
and difficult
exchange to
ideas
on best female
practices for
be
support
supporting female
entrepreneurs.
entrepreneurs
and invest
in them for the
simple fact that we receive far fewer
applications from female founders than
we do from male founders. At the event,
we recognised that there is only so much
we can do about the endemic reason
why women seem less prone to become
entrepreneurs, but practically we wanted
to send out the message that Newable
Ventures and Newable as a whole are
looking to do more to support the women
who jump into the entrepreneurship
journey. As diverse women in the
investment industry ourselves, we believe
it is crucially important to diligence a
business and its technology, without
letting gender or ethnic differences affect
decision making.”
CHLOE KUDER,
NEWABLE VENTURES
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CORONAVIRUS

Not quite
business as usual
How Newable pivoted its
services to suit the needs
of customers throughout
Covid-19
Newable have been providing business
support for almost four decades and one way
it has managed to continue to be the pillar
of support for SMEs is the ability to adapt
our offering to changing circumstances.

ADVICE TEAM

London Growth Hub

The Newable Advice team has responded
to the Covid-19 pandemic by making our
advisors as accessible as possible, offering
free 1-2-1 consultancy available to any SME
impacted by Covid-19.

The London Growth Hub is a business
support programme with an aim to support
businesses who have not received any
business support outside of their own
networks as well as businesses from
disadvantaged communities such as BAME.
Newable are delivering this programme in
partnership with the Greater
London Authority.

Newable has worked with the Department
for International Trade, Innovate UK, GLA
Hub & Scope and JP Morgan Chase to
ensure that our advisors are providing their
clients with the support that they urgently
need. Our teams provide advice to help
SMEs to survive the immediate crisis, then
to stabilise the business and position it to
grow as conditions and markets recover.
Innovation
Our Innovation team provide fully funded
business and innovation support to help
ambitious companies get to the next
level. Newable is a delivery partner for
a number of organisations such as the
Enterprise Europe Network and Innovate
UK, delivering programmes such as Global
Business Innovation Programme and
Innovate2Succeed.
In reaction to Covid-19, our Innovation team
is now helping companies address financial
issues, financial analysis and financial
planning.

The programme has changed its focus
to helping London businesses facing the
challenges of COVID-19. Advisors are taking
hour long appointments by phone or other
electronic means, to ensure businesses
are getting the support they need. London
based businesses will be able to access
free virtual support from our team of
dedicated advisors.
Social Impact
Our social impact team is currently
delivering a new business support and
mentoring programme in partnership with
the JP Morgan Chase Foundation. The
Business Resilience Programme is focused
on assisting London based small businesses
navigate through the national economic
crisis by helping business owners modify
or sustain their business processes and
delivery in this climate of socio-economic
uncertainty.

Trade

Covid-19 proved a difficult time for businesses across the globe.
Throughout the pandemic, Newable has had to adapt to satisfy
our customers’ needs. As UK SMEs quickly shifted from growth
to survival, with the main strategic goal to maintain some sort
of business continuity, we were quick to pivot our services to
support SMEs.
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Newable is the Department for
International Trade’s (DIT’s) delivery
partner for London & the South East of
England. We have a wealth of experience
supporting new and established exporters
achieve international success. Our 60+
International Trade Advisors working in
sector specialist teams help ambitious UK
companies grow their overseas business
with free bespoke export support and
advice, in-market introductions, and
support with trade fairs.

The advice team to
date have supported
6,296 firms since the
UK went into lockdown
and we look forward to
supporting even more
SMEs in the coming
months.
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EVENTS TEAM
The events industry has been heavily
impacted by Coronavirus and our events
team is no exception. After dealing with
the cancellation of the 17 events scheduled
in the last two weeks of March, it became
clear moving our events into the virtual
world was the best way to continue
delivering critical business advice to help
support Newable’s mission of helping SMEs
thrive – a mission more important than ever
during the pandemic.
This meant the events team had to
completely redesign their event offering,
delivery method and shift to more
sophisticated technology to successfully
operate in the virtual events space. While
used to running webinars, our team has
no direct experience planning and running
complex virtual events, but we have
managed to accelerate through the learning
curve. Our industry is shifting and these
skills are essential considering the legacy
that Coronavirus will inevitably leave in the
events sector. This designing process led to
the launch of our ‘COVID-19 SME Webinar
Series’ in mid-April and, more recently,
the new ‘COVID-19 SME Support’ virtual
event pilot series for our Trade and ERDF
contracts, including eight virtual master
classes and seven virtual workshops.

This was probably
the best webinar
that I have heard. The
advice was not just for
COVID-19, but for life
afterwards too.”
WEBINAR ATTENDEE | BUILD A HIGHPERFORMANCE VIRTUAL TEAM, MAY 2020

The Newable ‘COVID-19 SME Webinar
Series’ was a quick response to the crisis,
offered at the right time and focusing on
the right topics. The feedback from clients
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I have watched
numerous webinars
in recent weeks and this
was by far the best, in
terms of both content
and delivery.”
WEBINAR ATTENDEE | GET YOUR SMALL
BUSINESS ONLINE, MAY 2020

and customers has been amazing. In
addition to our usual marketing, the series
was actively promoted by many external
partners and shared on Government
social media channels such as the official
Exporting is GREAT Facebook page.

CENTRAL MARKETING
The central marketing team also changed its communication strategy,
formulating a brand new content plan aimed at helping SMEs stay up to date
and provide them with the tools they need to survive the crisis. The marketing
focus during Covid-19 was centred on highlighting the support available to
SMEs in need through digital platforms, utilising social and email marketing
every day to promote how we can help.

2,383
registrations

20

93%

delegate positive
feedback

Newable are grateful to be in a position to be able to provide such support to
SMEs in the UK and hope to continue to provide business support solutions.

webinars

1,505
business
attendees
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Do you believe that
the U.K. should
have been put into a
lockdown sooner? ▶

Very favourable

15%

37%

Somewhat favourable

No

Don’t
know
12%

14%

How has the ongoing uncertainty
surrounding Coronavirus impacted
your business’ revenue?

Yes
54%

Yes
74%

Neither

21%

11%

Somewhat unfavourable

Not sure

No
24%

11%

To what extent
do you think the
COVID-19 economic
package is
favourable to SMEs?

Very unfavourable
6%

Yes
69%

No
34%

59%

24%

14%

Negatively

Positively

No impact

3% Don’t know

Unsure 7%

Do you like
working from
home?

Unsure
12%

Do you feel Boris Johnson is coping with
the Coronavirus outbreak effectively?

THE VIEWS OF 1,006 SMALL BUSINESSES

Many 41%

N/A

Some 32%

>5 yrs

None 21%

<5 yrs

8%

Don’t know 6%

<3 yrs

12-18 months

<1 yr

11%
6-12 months

Unsure 31%

11%
0-6 months

No 33%

11% 43% 14% 11% 20%

Are you delaying
investment
decisions
because of the
coronavirus? ▶

Longer

Would you like to
see Rishi Sunak
replace Boris Johnson
as future PM?

26% 26%

What is your
ideal office
contract length?

18-24 months

Yes 36%

How long do you
think it will take for
your business to
recover from the
impact of COVID-19?

10% Unsure
7% Not impacted by Covid 19

Small Business Confidence Index

The exclusive Newable Small Business Confidence
Index reflects the views of 1,006 small businesses
across a wide variety of sectors including marketing,
PR, financial services, travel and recruitment.
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CAR LEASING

Perfect Synergy
Synergy Car Leasing is an FCA authorised vehicle finance
and credit broker based in Harrogate, North Yorkshire.
Founded and run by entrepreneur Paul Parkinson, Synergy
is now one of the UK’s largest vehicle leasing companies
and employs a growing team of nearly 50 people.
The business has grown organically and
profitably since its foundation in 2006.
Now a multi award winning business,
recognised in 2019 as the fastest growing
broker in its category by the Leasing
Broker Federation, Synergy joined the
Newable family of companies earlier
this year.
Synergy’s vision, to create a business
providing the best-in-class leasing
experience, still drives everything they
do. Synergy’s slogan; “Greater Choice
and More Convenience” is a recognition
that whilst making it easy for clients to
do business with Synergy – it’s also the
benchmark and the bar keeps moving up.
Happy customers share the good news,
and Synergy are pleased to say referrals
and recommendations are a key part of
their business, along with many longstanding loyal repeat customers driving
year on year growth.
Synergy were able to receive the
inaugural Feefo Platinum Trusted Service
Award. This is only given to businesses
achieving a minimum of three consecutive
years of Gold Trusted Service with Feefo,
and Synergy may be the only recipient of
this award in its sector.
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A CHANGE IN OFFER
Like many businesses, Synergy has had to
adapt to the current circumstances and has
slightly changed the offering and services it
provides.
As the supply chains in the automotive
sector open back up, Synergy believes
that online retailing will take advantage of
increased consumer confidence to buy
high-value purchases from the comfort of
our own homes, without the need to visit a
bricks-and-mortar outlet.
Paul states, “Transparent pricing,
easy online electronic administration,
E-signature electronic contracts, pro-active
communication, free convenient home/office
sanitised contactless delivery in addition
to being able to research their next vehicle
of any brand from the comfort of their own
space 24/7 and the ability to configure a
specification and generate quotations for
both business and personal contracts – the
benefits are compelling for many people
choosing to lease their next car.”
Paul continues, “We’re seeing increased
demand for company cars, salary
sacrifice schemes and personal leasing as

The benefits are
compelling for
many people choosing
to lease their next car.

businesses look for the most cost-efficient
and simplest way to run their fleets and
keep their people safe. More and more of
our clients are opting for fully maintained
leasing contracts to include all servicing,
routine maintenance and tyres to avoid any
unexpected costs, keep their people mobile
and offer peace of mind.”
Paul concludes, “With our online solutions
and expertise built over 14 years, access
to thousands of major manufacturers’
stock vehicles and fleet discounts applied
through Synergy’s buying power, we believe
our offering of a fixed cost, pay-on-use
contract, similar to a mobile phone account
with simple unambiguous contracts, makes
motoring easy during these uncertain times
and beyond.”
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COVID SECURE WORKSPACES

Cambridge

Citibase Local
Citibase has launched Citibase Local, a brand
new service which allows central London
customers free access to additional centres
surrounding London. Citibase Local aims to help
customers avoid public transport and shorten
their commute, all whist benefitting from a
clean, Covid-secure Citibase workspace.
ADAPTING TO CHANGE

Flexibility and agility has always been at
the core of Citibase’s offering and Citibase
Local is another way in which we provide
greater flexibility to our customers, ensuring
they stay safe during this pandemic.”
STEVE JUDE, CITIBASE CEO

Oxford
High Wycombe

Finchley

London customers will have exclusive access to a total of 13
locations surrounding London including Brighton, Oxford and
Cambridge. All Citibase centres benefit from enhanced cleaning
and anti-viral fogging, in addition to individual and socially
distanced desks, allowing customers to feel confident in going
back to work during the ongoing pandemic.
Covid-19 has further shown us that the world of work has
changed forever as home and flexible working is at the forefront
of everyone’s mind. With businesses shunning traditional long
lease offices, Citibase’s short-term and flexible contracts allow
UK SMEs to flourish without being tied down, especially during
times of uncertainty.

Watford
Uxbridge

Woolwich

Slough
Reading

Croydon

CITIBASE’S PROMISE
This arrangement allows customers paying for central London
space to also access a more local Citibase to them. This means
our customers have even more flexibility to work near their home.
Although face-to-face meetings are not likely to take place in the
near future, corporate client meetings can be held at the London
office once guidelines have been updated.
By offering Citibase Local, we’re able to offer customers more
variety to where they work so they can reduce their commute,
limit their time on public transport and benefit from a friendly,
Citibase workspace that’s closer to home.
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Horsham
Burgess Hill
Brighton
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DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Cardmedic
receives
recognition
from the PM
The current circumstances have been trying
for businesses, forcing companies of all
sizes to adapt and evolve. Some innovative
businesses were actually borne out of necessity
due to the crisis, like Cardmedic, a client
of Department for International Trade.
FROM IDEA TO A GLOBAL SOLUTION
A coronavirus patient’s terrifying hospital experience
inspired an NHS doctor to create a flashcard system
to improve communication with medical staff wearing
face masks. Anaesthetist Rachael Grimaldi founded
Cardmedic while on maternity leave, after reading
about a Covid-19 patient who was unable to understand
healthcare workers through their personal protective
equipment (PPE).
Her system enables medical staff to ask critically ill or
deaf coronavirus patients important questions and share
vital information on digital flashcards displayed on a
phone, tablet or computer.
The idea went from concept to launch on 1st April in
just 72 hours and is now being used by NHS trusts and
hospitals in 50 countries across the world. A client of
Newable, Cardmedic has been receiving recognition for
the amazing work it has achieved.
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A THANK YOU FROM BORIS JOHNSON

HOW WE HELPED
Estelle Dingley, the International Trade
Advisor who helped Cardmedic UK grow
their business by providing free, bespoke
export support and advice as well as inmarket introductions, explains how she met
Dr Rachael Grimaldi, a doctor on maternity
leave who created Cardmedic.

On behalf of the whole country, I want to thank you for the
wonderful contribution you have made to our NHS and to
assisting health workers caring for those with Coronavirus right
across the world.
“This pernicious disease had left many patients unable to hear the
words of doctors and nurses who are compelled to speak through
masks and visors. But your digital flashcards have harnessed
the power of technology to restore that vital
communication. Because of you, patients can
once again hear critical information on their
condition and benefit from those precious
words of empathy and compassion which
provide such care and comfort in the most
difficult moments.
“I am lost in admiration to hear that your
innovation has already been adopted in fifty
different countries and is being translated into
thirty different languages, including a “read
aloud” mode for blind patients. It will surely
continue to assist healthcare around the world long
after we have defeated this pandemic.”
Rachael said:
I am absolutely delighted to have
received this award, it is an honour to be
recognised in this way. This has truly been a
team effort bringing the concept to fruition
and I am very grateful to friends, family,
colleagues, businesses, services and organisations
for donating their time, expertise and support. The
dedication and commitment of all to improving
patient safety and care has been tremendous.”
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“The lead came four weeks ago via one of
my clients (Dr Grimaldi is his wife). She was
looking for funding which I didn’t have. But
I thought that, surely I could do more than
that, and it snowballed from there.
I managed to get her involved with many of
my contacts with a view to help develop her
website, app, branding and IP protection
(UK and US), introduced her to BUPA and a
LinkedIn expert, sign language contact etc.
and reported on our Covid-19 spreadsheet
as a positive story. It got picked up from
there. I then worked closely with other
departments to help bring her to light.

I am still working closely with her looking
for grants and funding (I managed to get
Innovate UK to reconsider looking at
her application after failing to meet the
selection criteria). She is also now engaged
with the University of Brighton to put a
plan together to start generating revenue
post Covid-19 as there could be so many
applications for her tool.”

Dr Rachael Grimaldi ‘s
flashcards, already available in
10 languages and ‘read aloud’
mode for blind patients, are
now used in over 50 countries.
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AN ARTIST IN RESIDENCE
Is this your first time painting a landscape
from an office building?

The art of
business
The Aldersgate office has
had the pleasure of hosting
Urban Landscape Artist;
Melissa Scott Miller for a few
months to paint the amazing
views from the office.
Growing up among the tall red brick
mansion blocks of Kensington, Melissa
Scott-Miller was an enthusiast for London’s
streetscapes from an early age. She has
made the urban landscape her specialty,
choosing metre-square canvases to record
the rich detail of the city.
Where many painters would edit a view,
eliminating the unsightly, Melissa details
meticulously the frenzied jumble of church
spires, office blocks, roof gardens, fire
escapes, cranes and treetops that make up
London’s skyline.
Melissa won the Rodney Byrne scholarship,
The Lord Leighton prize and the Elizabeth
Greenshield foundation scholarship. She
has been selected 22 times for the Royal
Academy Summer Exhibition and five times
for the National Portrait Gallery BP Portrait
Awards. Her work has been widely exhibited
in London and New York.
Over the past 30 years her work has been
shown in many group exhibitions, including
the Mark Jason Gallery; New English Art
Club; Royal Society of Portrait Painters;
Hunting/Observer Art Prizes.
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I have been painting London views for about
forty years, and in that time I have painted
from quite a few offices and schools and
public buildings. I had a commission to
paint a view from a twelfth floor office, the
head office of the John Lewis partnership
and that painting hangs in the foyer of
Partnership House. From there I went on
to paint several views from Peter Jones in
Sloane Square, and I have also painted the
view from Tower 42 in the city.

HELP FROM NEWABLE
Melissa Scott was selected by the
Department for International Trade to be a
UK artist showing work in the affordable art
fair in Milan, which was how she first came
across Newable.

I have really
enjoyed painting
in the office, it’s such
a lively and friendly
place.

Why did you decide on the Newable office
to paint from?
In the beginning of December, I asked my
now agent Sally Vaughan, if she knew of
a place with an interesting view I could
paint and she suggested Newable’s
Central London office and they were very
accommodating and encouraged me to
paint the view.
When I saw the view myself, I was instantly
struck by the magnificent perspective,
because of the office buildings position, it
looks straight down the central street or
passage which is very dramatic. Also, I was
captivated by the sense of history and the
modern world combining. There is the roof
of a church and some buildings to do with
St. Barts hospital and the roof of Smithfield
market, It made me think of Charles
Dickens and I happened to be reading
Little Dorrit at that time, which mentions
Aldersgate street and the surrounding
area a lot. I also really liked the modern
conversion of the house in the foreground,
and the fact that you could see evidence of
the life of the residents, such as the Henry
the hoover and the resident dog!

I am always looking for new views,
particularly in the winter months, when
it’s too cold or windy to paint outside.
Now that it is becoming milder, I will carry
on painting outside on the streets and in
parks in London, and a favourite place of
mine is around the Regents Canal. I have
three paintings in the Royal British Artists
exhibition at the Mall Galleries until the
29th February and another three in the New
English Art club exhibition at Chris Beetles
gallery in Ryder Street St. James.

Newable loved the final piece so
much we decided to purchase it from
Melissa. It can be found hanging in the
Aldersgate office reception.

I’m still painting two smaller paintings in
Newable’s office, one of the interior, with
office life going on in the foreground and
the view of the Barbican buildings out of
the window, and I have completed a smaller
painting of the tube station, platform seen
from above.
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SPACE AS A SERVICE

Bold launch
podcast series

#WorkBold

Part of the NewFlex family, Bold provides flexible workspace
for entrepreneurs and creatives. Caleb Parker, Founder
and Director of Bold explains the new #WorkBold
podcast series that the team have been working on.

3,400
downloads

42

countries

2

seasons
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AUDIO ON DEMAND
Ofcom have found that around 7.1 million
people in the UK now listen to podcasts
each week. That’s one in eight people and is
an increase of 24% over the past year – and
more than double over the past five years.
Podcasts are not the only thing that are
growing in popularity and usage. The world
of work has also changed. People aren’t
tied to their desks anymore. Welcome to
the new economy, led by a new breed of
risk takers. We are natural problem solvers
and passionate about making a difference
in the world. We’re techie, we’re savvy, and
it’s because we embrace mobile technology
that our work is not restricted to a static
location. We want to stay plugged in outside
the office and stay productive because
we’re highly motivated. Our work happens
everywhere – at home, on a screen, a plane,
over lunch, and faster than ever. We have
the freedom to work on our terms and we
do business with people thousands of miles
away online and on-demand.
We object to the outdated logic of
permanent offices and expensive long-term
leases, and instead opt for the flexibility that
mobile working enables. We need space
to be as on-demand as we are. Like the
business software that we use, we need
Space-as-a-Service.

yet many in the real estate and finance
community are risk adverse and have
questions.
Our aim is to share best practice to push the
industry forward by answering all questions
about Space-as-a-Service through
interviews with industry leaders who are
leaning into the future.
The podcast is a business development
and brand building tool. The goal is for
commercial landlords and investors to
realise they need Space-as-a-Service
footprints in their assets in order to serve
the fastest growing customer market, and
to contact Bold / NewFlex to become their
operating partner.

SEASON 2
The first season proved popular with almost
1500 downloads which may be due to the
stellar guests; a group of all-stars from all
areas of the sector, including the Head of
Leasing for AXA Investment Managers who
are developing the second tallest office
building in London and the most connected
woman in commercial real estate, Susan
Freeman.
Thanks to the success of the first season
having a second season was the obvious
next step.

Unfortunately, owners of office buildings
are still learning how to cater to us. So
Bold launched the #WorkBold Podcast to
challenge buildings owners and investors in
commercial real estate.

I’m really excited about our latest podcast
with Annie Rinker, the Director for the Office
of Innovation at Hines. Hines is one of the
largest real estate companies in the world
with 232 million SqFt across 24 countries.

SPACE AS A SERIES

I don’t want to spoil the rest, but I will
say that we have a fantastic episode on
leadership through crisis coming up which
covers the state of our industry in pandemicmode with an optimistic vision for the future.

Right now Space-as-a-Service (SPaaS) only
represents 6-10% of the overall commercial
real estate market today, but is predicted to
grow to 30% over the next decade to meet
the demand from people like us. That level
of growth will change the industry forever,

HEAR THE PODCAST
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